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Abstract 
 

Machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI), might have earlier primarily found            
industrial use, improving production chains, efficiency and the like but are now an integral              
part of private and commercial application. Many systems are using, or are claiming to use,               
machine learning to improve the end user's experience.  

This study aims to explore applications that are using creative ML, in which output might               
have a plethora of solutions instead of a single correct one. More specifically the focus is to                 
evaluate which Key Tension Points, central lesser components of a complex and bigger issue,              
arise for researchers, designers and users coming into contact with this technology.  

The goal is to draw upon these Key Tension Points and attempt to frame guidelines which                
researchers and designers can use to further their understanding of the relationship between             
ML and design and how they can be accounted for to build and develop better application.                
The study found that these tension points (Impersonality, passive consumers & transparency)            
vary considerably depending on the application and presents how designer’s can account for             
them. 
 



Sammanfattning 
 

Maskininlärning (ML) och artificiell intelligens (AI) har sedan tidigare oftast använts på en             
industriell skala, för att effektivisera produktionskedjor eller förfina dessa. Dock har det skett             
ett skifte och nuförtiden är ML en betydande del i applikationer som har privatpersoner som               
målgrupp.  

Den här studien undersöker kreativa maskininlärningslösningar, sådana som kommer med          
fler än ett förslag. Mer specifikt så undersöker den här studien vilka Key Tension Points, dvs.                
betydande mindre komponenter av komplexa stora problem, som forskare, designers eller           
användare kommer i kontakt med. 

Målet är att ta fram Key Tension Points och sedan undersöka huruvida riktlinjer kan              
formuleras som underlättar för forskare och designers att hantera frågor rörande design och             
tillgänglighet av ML. Dessutom underlättar användandet av Key Tension Points vid           
byggandet och utvecklingen av kreativa ML applikationer. Studien fann att Key Tension            
Points varierar betydande beroende på vilken typ av applikation som används av            
konsumenten. 
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ABSTRACT 
Machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI),       
might have earlier primarily found industrial use, improving        
production chains, efficiency and the like but are now an          
integral part of private and commercial application. Many        
systems are using, or are claiming to use, machine learning          
to improve the end user's experience.  

This study aims to explore applications that are using         
creative ML, in which output might have a plethora of          
solutions instead of a single correct one. More specifically         
the focus is to evaluate which Key Tension Points, central          
lesser components of a complex and bigger issue, arise for          
researchers, designers and users coming into contact with        
this technology.  

The goal is to draw upon these Key Tension Points and           
attempt to frame guidelines which researchers and designers        
can use to further their understanding of the relationship         
between ML and design and how they can be accounted for           
to build and develop better application. The study found         
that these tension points (Impersonality, passive consumers       
& transparency) vary considerably depending on the       
application and presents how designer’s can account for        
them. 
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INTRODUCTION 
281 billion emails are sent every day. This number is          
predicted to increase by 4% yearly, reaching 333 billion         
emails sent everyday by 2022 [27], and with it a          
considerable amount of Spam [3, 17].  

That is a lot of information. When not accounting for the           
amount of emails sent by bots or e.g. for marketing          
purposes there remains a sizeable portion of the emails that          
require an interaction in one form or another. These         
interactions could be invitations to meetings or a simple         
conversation. Compartmentalizing further on this subject,      
studies have found that around a quarter of answers consist          
of 20 or less tokens [13]. These findings prompted Google          
to develop and launch their Smart Reply feature in 2016, at           
first only for the Inbox product of Google. Smart Reply          
automatically suggests a range of possible answers based on         
the email received by the user. In 2018, Smart Reply was           
rolled out and implemented in the standard Gmail product         
of Google, thus reaching every Gmail User.  

While there is no formal definition of creative machine         
learning, this product can serve as an example. Contrary to          
predictive ML applications, such as determining whether a        
financial transaction is fraudulent [12], a creative one does         
not return one and only one correct answer, but rather          
proposes a range of suggestions, finite or infinite. This         
definition will serve as the working definition for this study. 

The above mentioned product perfectly depicts how such        
applications come to be, but shortly after being        
implemented in the standard of Gmail a majority of users          
started complaining about them and inquire how to turn off          
the feature [28]. The reasons were plentiful, some        
complained about peculiar answers, incorrect suggestions or       
the tonality of the suggested reply. 

Two points are of interest here. First, a product using          
creative ML was developed and deployed and users turned         
it down, which means that resources were used        
inefficiently. Further, it shows that designing for creative        
ML applications is not an issue of the future, these          
applications are already reaching millions and even billions        
of users [29]. Other examples of creative ML applications         
are Virtual Personal Assistants (VPA’s) such as Amazon’s        
Alexa or Apple’s Siri. With new technologies such as 5G,          
allowing for even more high speed data transfer and shortly          
reaching their commercial deployment, [2] it is unlikely that         
we will observe a halt in development of ML applications          
permeating every aspect of how users experience and        
interact with their smartphones or other digital assistants.        



Furthermore keeping in mind that approximately 90% of all         
data has been produced in the last 3-4 years, there is a            
definitive need for creative solutions to help us navigate this          
myriad of information [7]. The gap in research is substantial          
as a study conducted by Yang et al. found out that only nine             
papers mention the combination of Human Computer       
Interaction and machine learning [24]. With processing       
power more readily available and more applications using        
ML to improve their products and user interaction, it is          
therefore only reasonable to take a step back and evaluate          
the difference between building the right thing and building         
the thing right. To not only look at what is possible but also             
what is desirable by the actual users. Otherwise situations         
as described above occur, where companies essentially       
build something impractical and allocate resources      
haphazardly. 

Purpose of the study 
Using the Smart Reply feature as an example to depict the           
inspiration for study, I will concentrate on (1) the training,          
i.e.the email received by the human in the system (human to           
machine); and (2) the transparency, i.e. the suggestions        
(machine to human) of such systems.  

With training, everything inherently connected to making,       
personalizing or in any way shaping the system is meant,          
while transparency is related to everything connected to        
output, decision-making and the shaping of the suggestion.        
Both training and transparency are essential intangibles for        
the user to perceive that they are kept in the loop, as to             
understand how a suggestion comes to be; where its origin          
lies; and what user action triggered it. 

This to reveal perceived key tension points and how they          
can be articulated in such a way that designers can account           
for those, minimize them and discuss them as if it were any            
other design material. This to avoid scenarios in which         
applications are not used. The research question is        
formulated as such and lead by the hypothesis that “Greater          
transparency leads to higher user engagement (training) and        
greater products”. 

What are Key Tension Points in the design of creative          
Machine Learning applications? And how can humans be        
kept in the loop? 

 

Delimitations 
As this study is a UX research contribution, it will therefore           
not investigate other areas of ML, such as ethics or bias of            
human built AI systems or technical limitations and solely         
focus on the designers point of view. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
This section will highlight related work and theories to         
provide readers of this study an understanding of why         

machine learning needs to be examined from a designer’s         
perspective. 

Foundations of Artificial Intelligence and Machine      
Learning  
While many are aware of AI and ML, it is often understood            
differently depending on scientific background. In the field        
of computer science, AI is often described as the study of           
intelligent machines [16, 19]. But AI can also be defined as           
any sort of automated decision. There is an agreement that          
machine learning is a subset of AI [21] and "a field of study             
that gives computers the ability to learn without being         
explicitly programmed" [22].  

Illustrating the difference of AI and ML is possible by using           
a toaster. When setting the timer of the toaster to two           
minutes, the toaster will automatically eject the bread after         
two minutes, this is an automated decision (AI), but this          
decision isn't learned, it is a preset condition. A ML toaster           
however could potentially always eject the bread at the right          
time, as it would have learned from previous occurrences         
(training data) and arrive at the correct ejection time         
(desired output) by itself, this could then be personalized         
depending on e.g. your morning routine. This method is         
called Supervised Learning and is one of three learning         
paradigms of machine learning i) supervised learning, ii)        
unsupervised learning and iii) reinforcement learning [19].       
This relationship and explanation is deliberately kept broad        
as it should only serve as a common ground to understand           
what is meant by AI and ML in this study without going            
into too much detail. 

Human-in-the-loop 
Supervised learning has been used in a plethora of machine          
learning contexts and Human-in-the-loop, as mentioned by       
Kim et al [14], is an approach "that resolves the limits of            
fully automated systems" By combining what machines       
and humans can do, they argue that many obstacles and          
problems can be solved more efficiently. This is especially         
important for user experience designers to understand if        
their objective is, and it always should be, to maximise user           
benefit. The same way a room should be designed to serve           
its specific purpose in the best way possible, software         
should follow the same paradigm. 

The Human-in-the-loop approach is mainly used in what        
can be called classic machine learning problems, such as         
image labeling [20] or sound annotation [14]. In their study          
about sound annotation the test subjects (humans) were        
asked to detect sound types from an audio file, specifically          
"knocking on a door" and "human speech". For one group          
of subjects the computer system directed the attention to the          
most likely part of the audio to be labelled as being a            
specific sound. The other group had to manually identify         
and label the target audio. The results indicated that subjects          



who had help from a computer system, but had the final           
say, were twice as fast as humans alone.  

This shows that there are obvious benefits of having a ML           
algorithm support the human. In his paper [25], Zanzotto         
puts forth two notions to explaining machine learning. The         
first one, similar to Kim et al's [14], of letting the human            
have the final say, and the second one explaining to humans           
what data sources are responsible for the final decision. The          
second notion resembles the approach taken in this study,         
where the feedback from the machine to the humans is          
called transparency of what is usually a black box making          
decisions and presenting an output. 

Still, Kim et al. [14] also mention that some key limitations           
of their system and study was the interface design, claiming          
that an improved interface would severely reduce       
interaction overhead and thus speed up labelling.       
Furthermore, they also identified visualization as an issue        
making it difficult for the general population to complete         
such tasks.  

Problems and Concerns of UX in relation to ML 
Both of the above mentioned issues, the interface and         
visualization, can be defined as UX problems. What is         
important here is that if more resources would have been          
allocated to both (the interface and the visualization) it         
would have had a positive impact on the study and the           
results. Herein lies a complex problem designers face when         
designing software ("immaterial material") as Ozenc et al.        
[18] claim. They further claim that designers lack the tools          
to have a reflective conversation about the design space .          
By engaging with the material, the material begins to "talk          
back" [23] and can thus lead to valuable sketches and          
prototypes. Using complex and non-transparent ML      
algorithms the feedback – or the "talk back" – of the           
material is limited. Just envision a scenario where the         
feedback is generated by a code so complex that it can't be            
understood. It works according to the programmer's wishes,        
but the users of said application don't necessarily        
understand the benefits of the application. One reason for         
that misunderstanding is more often than not the lack of          
good UX design. Another paper focused on challenges of         
designing user experiences with the help of AI and ML          
techniques [9]. They use three different approaches (1) a         
Design Workbook, (2) a Workshop and (3) a prototype of          
an informational infrastructure that can broadly be       
classified as Research Through Design as each approach        
reveals different pain points. 

Design should lead the development and not be seen as a           
bolt on, because then it is too late [8]. Especially when the            
design space, e.g. a self-taught algorithm, is not understood         
by those responsible to make it appealing to users. 

Training & Transparency 
The financial services sector serves as an example of         
training and transparency as it is traditionally heavily        
dependent on automated decisions. Detection and prediction       
of fraud has long been made with the help of complex           
statistical calculations and increasingly by the use of        
machine learning [15]. While the technology promises       
faster decisions and less risk for banks and other actors          
involved, they have to comply with the legal framework         
imposed upon them by governments and enforced by        
regulators and law enforcement agencies The decisions       
automatically taken by a system need to be understood and          
contestable and thus transparent [30, 31]. 

To accommodate for this the providers of these services         
need to be able to describe how the training functions of           
their products work (system functionality) as well as the         
transparency of these automated decisions (specific      
decisions) to comply with potential requests by the        
authorities to explain how they arrive at decisions, such as          
denied loans, should these decisions be contested by the         
general public.  

Now the applications investigated in this study might not be          
as thoroughly regulated as the financial sector, whether they         
should will not be touched upon here, but it serves as a            
valuable example what the benefactors of this study        
(researchers, developers, designers) need to keep in mind        
when building applications that let machines do the        
thinking and decision-making.  

METHOD 
This section will present how the research data was         
collected, through a user survey and a workshop and under          
which aspects it was analyzed. 

Research Through Design 
In this paper, Research Through Design (RtD) is used as a           
method, as it is presenting a qualitative way to analyze          
problems and potential solutions within design and research        
projects. Research Through Design generates knowledge      
essentially by making. By letting the researcher interact        
with the material (in this study creative ML), creating and          
building artifacts, like prototypes, and thus having the        
design process in itself frame the problems and explore         
solutions. If that is not the case then design doesn’t lead the            
design in research projects, something that Frayling [8], one         
of the earliest advocates of this method, criticised. 

RtD, interacts well with the “Magic Machines” approach,        
described in more detail below, as both can generate         
knowledge and insights by making and evaluating built        
artifacts to frame a preferred future state [26]. Much as          
Zimmermann et al. [26] point out, RtD provides a way to           
address wicked problems, problems that can’t be accurately        
modeled e.g. developing devices addressing paradoxes that       
parents face when raising children, to both nurture and         



protect whilst at the same time encourage independence. Or         
to facilitate data driven communication without      
compromising the human tone. 

User Survey 
First a user survey was conducted evaluating three different         
creative machine learning applications in order to embed        
the subject in reality, to get real users input. Thereafter a           
Magic Machine Workshop with Designers was held,       
reviewing the same applications from a designer’s       
perspective. The Key Tension Points materialized      
throughout the entire design process.  

The user survey was based on three different creative         
machine learning applications. All of them are mainstream        
application available to a large audience, not hidden behind         
a paywall and require no expert knowledge to use. They          
included Google Smart Reply, functioning as described       
above. The second application inquired about was Spotify        
Discover Weekly, a weekly curation of content that Spotify         
believes the listener to like, or as they put it their “marquee            
personalized playlist [11]. The last application differs from        
the others in the sense that it is the core functionality of the             
main product, the first thing users see when accessing         
Facebook, the News Feed. First released in 2006 [10], it has           
come under intense scrutiny ever since its inception. The         
goal was to choose different readily available applications        
that cover a wide range of creative machine learning such as           
curation, search, assistance, efficiency and other areas of        
general life such as business, entertainment, procrastination       
and distraction to name a few. By doing so the results are            
applicable to a broader range of ML related issues and not           
just the three applications that were tested. 

To gain an understanding of the product awareness of the          
participants they were asked whether or not they knew         
about the application. The second question was relevant to         
understand whether the participants made an active choice        
to use (or not use) the application. The last question was to            
understand the participants’ motivation as to why they use         
the application or not. Different for the Facebook News         
Feed was the question about whether or not they like it, as            
everyone who uses Facebook, and not just the Messenger         
functionality, “uses” or comes into contact with the News         
Feed.  

As a means to understanding the gathered data and how it           
can be interpreted, this study employed Affinity Diagrams.        
Mainly used to organize findings into hierarchy as to reveal          
customer or user problems as stated by Beyer et al [5], the            
Affinity Diagram in this study is a tool to compare the           
insights gathered from the survey with the data collected         
from the Making Magic Machines workshop, specifically       
the User perspective vs. Designer perspective. Grouping the        
insights gained into themes allows the collected answers to         
speak for itself. By organizing the findings from the user          
study, it can then more easily be compared with the          

transcribed interviews of the workshop to find similarities        
and differences.  

Making Magic Machines  
This brings us to the inherently complicated issue of         
building or designing tools that humans can’t understand        
and trying to communicate around it. In my opinion a black           
box algorithm is not something where valuable quantifiable        
insights can be gained by conducting interviews. There is a          
need to make, to make us of the abstract substance, to           
generate a basis for discussion. The intent was to collect the           
physical artefacts built from lo-fi materials, interview the        
designers and discuss their ideas and creations. Much as the          
workshop conducted by Blythe et al. [6] and Bell et al. [4]            
the intention is that, by gathering absurd physical        
propositions for digital problems, the essence of the design         
flaws in current products can be revealed as well as          
implementing wishful design thinking.  

In her paper Making Magic Machines Andersen argues that         
engaging people in conversation about needs and desires        
will lead to gaining a better understanding of future objects          
[1]. The Magic Machine Workshop was conducted as a         
mean to gather how a Human can be kept in the loop whilst             
designing creative ML application.  

Another benefit of making, using physical artefacts, is that         
they transcend language [1] and don’t limit the test subjects          
to what they can’t describe in words. A way to access the            
immateriality material of software [8] to further dissect that         
subject of creative ML applications and their training and         
transparency.  

The materials at the disposal of the participants ranged from          
protective bubble wrap via cardboard boxes to cables of all          
sorts and colors. Furthermore the goal was to provide the          
participants with as many props as possible to not limit their           
creativity. 

One female and six male participants with varying        
backgrounds took part in the workshop. The participants        
included two Interactive Media Technology Master      
students, following the Physical Interaction Design Track,       
three IT consultants with a background from KTH whose         
primary occupation now is frontend development. One web        
designer and a lawyer also participated in the workshop. 

The workshop began with an introductory session where        
participants were introduced to the term creative machine        
learning applications and the terms Training and       
Transparency. This was necessary to make sure that all         
participants were given the same definition of the core         
principles. This was followed by an introduction of the         
three different applications to align understanding. The       
introduction concluded with an explanation of what Magic        
Machines are as not all were familiar with this concept. The           
results from the User Survey and subsequently the Affinity         



Diagrams were not shared with the participants of the         
Magic Machines Workshop. 

After dividing the participants into three groups, each group         
was tasked with building a magic machine. After the first          
making session, the groups were interviewed individually to        
discuss their Magic Machines. Following a short break new         
groups were formed and each group received a new         
application to work with. After the second making session         
ended, groups were interviewed once more individually to        
discuss their Magic Machines. Each making session lasted        
for about 70–90 minutes depending on the group and length          
of the conducted interviews.  

RESULTS  
To summarize what was collected from the users the most          
relevant themes will be listed here and discussed in more          
detail later.  

Result from Affinity Diagram 
In total 187 people participated in the online survey. The          
results were printed out and cut into 561 individual notes to           
be evaluated manually. Three affinity diagrams, one for        
each application, were constructed. Each theme was based        
on recurrent categories, depending on the answers given to         
the first two questions for each application. 

Smart Reply Affinity  
The majority of respondents were not aware of Google         
Smart Reply and had never used it. Common responses         
included “never heard of it” but also that some “work in a            
Microsoft-based organization”.  

Of those that had heard of the functionality and used it, the            
most common theme was Timesaver. 

Twice as many people had heard of the application but          
never used it. Some themes that were identified from the          
study were impersonal, not available in native language        
and humans are better than bots.  

Discover Weekly Affinity 
For the Spotify Discover Weekly application approximately       
half of the participants answered that they knew what         
Spotify Discover Weekly is and that they use it. Three main           
themes could be identified from the affinity diagram.        
Convenience is key, Discovering New music and Casual        
usage.  

Twice as many people knew about Discover Weekly than         
those that did not. For those who knew about the          
application but didn’t use it the identified themes were:         
Using other Spotify functions, Conservatives who use tools        
outside of Spotify (to discover music) and Disapprove of the          
DW application (who actively avoid using it). 

News Feed Affinity 
No valuable theme could be identified for those (17 in total)           
in the category that didn’t know of the News feed even           

though the survey was distributed through the Facebook        
News Feed. 

For those in the category of knowing about the News Feed           
and enjoying it the themes identified were Friends update,         
Entertainment, It’s Facebook and Real Life News updates.  

For the majority category, respondents who knew what the         
News Feed is and dislike it, the following themes were          
identified: Irrelevant, Echo Chamber, Anger, Impersonal,      
Anti Advertising and Spam/Clickbait. 

Results from the workshop 
To illustrate the type of work that was conducted at this           
workshop, the magic machines will be illustrated and        
described. The interviews were recorded and transcribed. 

 

Figure 1. Spotify Kraken Weekly 

The Spotify Kraken Weekly (see Figure 1) is built from          
plastic cups, cardboard and wooden skewers. The plastic        
cups on the side of the device serve as listening devices and            
are named after specific locations, products or other tools         
where the user is exposed to music and sounds. These are           
the input for the Spotify Kraken Weekly.  

The output is another plastic cup attached below the         
cardboard (can’t be seen on the figure) with the Spotify          
logo. The training of the creative machine learning is         
conducted using the plastic cup listening devices. There is         
no limit as to how many listening devices can be attached to            
the Spotify Kraken Weekly. The difference to the current         
version is that every song being played in the Discover          
Weekly, can be traced back to its origin. The exploratory          
feature of Discover Weekly is kept intact but is based on           
factors transparent to the user. 



The Spotify Kraken Weekly, acts as a personalized playlist         
much like the original. The training (input to the machine)          
can be anything from a Netflix Show to a restaurant the user            
visited recently. The creators stated that the main difference         
is that the musical output is not solely based on the music            
the user listens to but also what the user is watching or            
where they have been. One group member stated: “It can          
take a couple of plays before one likes a song, which is a             
problem with Discover Weekly filled with new songs, the         
listening is not very relaxed” Another one stated that the          
training and transparency go hand in hand in this machine:          
“Should someone else use your Netflix account and you         
suddenly get songs from a show you don’t know, you can           
easily cut that tie”.  

The group also commented on issues concerning the        
integrity as the mobile phone would then have to listen to           
the users surroundings all the time. 

 

Figure 2. Sensitive Facebook Feed 

The Sensitive Facebook Feed (Figure 2) is built from         
Cardboard material and is being held together by two         
cables. For aesthetic reasons two different colors were        
chosen. The impression should still be that this blackbox is          
tightly sealed and humans can't fathom what's inside.  

The cardbox is a physical interpretation of the black box          
algorithm behind the Facebook News Feed. The black box         
can be controlled using the crank on the side. This crank           
let's the user adjust the sensitivity of the News Feed and           
how much this should weigh in on the user’s future feed.           
The designer stated that prior to clicking on a post, link or            
the like, the user should be able to decide how much weight            
that specific interaction is given.  

The difference between this and the options currently        
available in the Facebook news feed such as "Hide Post, see           

fewer posts like this" is that the creators don't understand          
what exactly is being removed when choosing the “Hide         
Post” option. 

The inspiration for the Sensitive Facebook Feed stems from         
the creators belief that the current News Feed is “untidy”          
and thus not very “engaging”. By turning the crank one          
should be able to enter something resembling the “incognito         
mode in ones browser”. As stated previously the “hide         
post” functionality is, according to the creators “not very         
transparent, you don’t know whether it will remove the         
whole area or just this post.”  

 

Figure 3. Google Smart Reply Assistant on Wheels 

The Google Smart Reply Assistant on Wheels (Figure 3)         
is built from Cardbox, has glasses and hair, carries with it a            
pencil and a notepad and has wheels to insinuate freedom of           
movement. The designers of this magic machine decided to         
focus on the tone and how the message sent is being           
received. Either personal or impersonal. For that reason the         
Assistant will always speaks in your name and make that          
very clear in any outgoing conversation. This as means to          
increase transparency.  

Furthermore the idea is that it doesn't just use abbreviations          
or brief answers so to let the user feel relaxed when using            
this Assistant. The design choices, to give the robot a face           
was a means to have them appear personal, but making it           
very obvious that this is still a robot, as it has wheels for             
example and has no other human feats except for the face.           
In the creator's mind the most important thing is to "put           
lipstick on a pig" but not too much, it should still be            
obvious that this is a robot.  

They mentioned that it “should act more like a secretary          
even being able to take initiatives such as ordering         



flowers”. The group also mentioned that they hadn’t given         
the training aspect much thought as they said        
“understanding how the inside of the box works is a          
stillborn problem, it’s very hard to relate to something         
anyway”. 

 

Figure 4. Facebook River Net 

The Facebook River Net (Figure 4) is built from paper cut           
out into rings and stapled together. The creators likened the          
current Facebook News Feed to a river, and the Facebook          
user, to a stationary person on a bridge over the river. The            
river, having a continuous current, just keeps flowing        
making it easy for a user to miss an important or interesting            
post. This means it is very difficult to obtain that post after            
it has passed by. The Facebook River Net can be cast from            
the bridge and will be there even if the users leaves the            
bridge. So when the user returns the next day / later, they            
can look through their net and see what they have caught.  

The bigger holes will let more things through, which aren't          
of interest for the user, while the smaller holes will catch           
more and thus are the things that interest the user. By fine            
tuning the net to personal needs, the users of the Facebook           
River Net should gain control of their News Feed. Maybe it           
should be renamed, it’s not News anymore, it’s a flow. It is            
more obvious why certain things are shown to you by using           
a net and thus easier for the user to remove. From a            
technical standpoint the group suggest that this should work         
as a separate flow, similar to how Instagram Discover         
works from the normal flow.  

Absolute Music #44 (Figure 5) is built from Cardboard and          
skewers. The skewers are positioned in between two        
cardboards to give the user the possibility to change the          
settings of their Discover Weekly.  

The creators believed the current version of Discover        
Weekly to be a bit stiff, albeit a good function in general.            
The extremes of this application are “Hits from the same          
old genre” the user has been listening to in the bottom left.            
In the top right hidden gems from music the user usually           
doesn't listen to will be added to Discover Weekly. The          
whole process is still automated, this magic machine barely         
elevates the training and transparency of the Spotify        
Discover Weekly playlist. The design is kept simple as to          
not confuse the user.  

 

Figure 5. Absolute Music #44 

The creators added that some of the problems Discover         
Weekly has can't be solved using this machine as the labels           
who own a share in Spotify will probably still get more           
plays than others. 

 

Figure 6. Gmail’s New Smart Reply 



Gmail’s New Smart Reply (Figure 6) consists of a lot of           
cables that represent the neural network through which the         
conversation is sent. The plastic cups on either end are both           
receptors and senders of messages.  

The thought process leading up to this design is described          
by the creators as "being unhappy with the way it is now, it             
feels stiff and not very personal". Instead of only focusing          
on the sender of the messages, the focus is shifted towards           
the receiver.  

The creators wanted their machine to be able to adapt to           
whoever is the recipient and how they (the recipient) is          
communicating. This extra conversational variable is      
depicted by the brown cable. This is information Gmail’s         
New Smart Reply already has about the recipient. The         
design flaw identified by the the designers was that the          
sender could potentially have many mail personas which        
the machine doesn't really take into consideration. The        
group at the end admitted that they didn't take the training           
aspect into consideration. 

DISCUSSION 
Before addressing and discussing the results in a broad         
context the report will quickly address the results from the          
user study in relation to the specifically evaluated        
applications. After which a more thorough discussion of the         
magic machines will follow. By doing so it will be possible           
to compare the two, evaluate how a human can and should           
be kept in the loop and distill the Key Tension Points, both            
from the users perspective (Affinity Diagrams) and the        
designers perspective (Magic Machines). 

Affinity Diagram 
Three completely different affinities could be observed for        
the three applications, at least hinting at that users         
expectations vary depending on the intended use of the         
creative machine learning application.  

Google Smart Reply 
Of all the evaluated applications Google Smart Reply was         
the most unrecognized by the users. Adding to that, even          
those who answered that they were aware of the application          
and used it did not express an affinity that showed any           
emotional connection to the application. It’s simply a        
Timesaver. 

Whilst working as intended, for some, those who were         
aware of the application but didn’t use it, did in some cases            
so for emotional reason. Humans are better than bots being          
one of the affinity identified clearly showing that practical         
reasons are secondary to some when it comes to using          
creative machine learning applications. Others also deemed       
it impersonal which is interesting since it shows that there          
is a level of expectation towards the application to be          
human, or at least human like, certainly in the way it           
communicates with others and acts for the user. 

Spotify Discover Weekly 
As can be extracted from the results about half of the           
participants recognized the application and used it regularly,        
different to Google Smart Reply. Interestingly Convenience       
is key was a theme identified as to why people use the            
application, which, while similar to Timesaver (for Smart        
Reply) shows that users are more likely to use something          
for convenience if it regards entertainment.  

Even for the Discover Weekly application, people who        
knew of the application but didn’t use it, did in some cases            
so for emotional reasons rather than practical. Whereas        
there was an expectation towards Smart Reply to not be          
impersonal (among other things), in the case of Discover         
Weekly the relation is rather that humans believe        
themselves to be better (Tastemakers, curators etc.). Similar        
to the affinity expressed that Humans are better than bots,          
users are looking for new music outside of the Spotify          
application. In some sense this can and should be         
interpreted as the humans in the process imposing        
themselves as being better as the creative machine learning         
application. The human - machine relationship is in some         
cases clearly one where the human feels the need to be           
better than the machine. 

Facebook News Feed 
Different to the other creative machine learning       
applications, the user has no choice but to use the Facebook           
News Feed, when accessing Facebook.com. As the question        
was framed as one about the users feeling towards the          
application and Facebook being an emotionally charged       
topic of discussion anyways, the responses evoked strong        
emotions and affinities. This might have tainted the results         
somewhat, however as this study targets the perceived        
relationship between humans and machines, the question       
was deliberately formulated that way.  

Users and subjects expressed anger towards the application.        
Some users felt used and only viewed the News Feed as a            
way for a company to show ads, while others expressed          
their irritation towards the content shown to them to only          
consist of clickbait and thus not relevant to them. This is           
what is interesting not only for the News Feed application          
but creative applications in general. The user’s not        
understanding what they are presented, be it in the form of           
curated (music)content, possible suggestions (for email      
answers) or post that should interest you. Impersonal was         
identified as an affinity for all three applications and based          
on the differences and the spectrum they cover, it is not           
impossible to say that this is a general issue for creative           
machine learning application. 

The Magic Machines 
After having quickly touched upon the users perceptions        
and their use of the three creative machine learning         
applications covering an extensive range of use cases, I will          
now discuss the magic machines. This in relation to the          



broader area of creative machine learning within which        
each of them is anchored. 

For personal assistance  
Both design teams identified the impersonal tone of the         
automatically generated eMails as being one of the main         
flaws of the application. Interestingly both design teams        
implicated this without having seen each others work or the          
results of the user study.  

The machines (see Figure 3 and 6) presented by the teams           
varied greatly, not only in terms of design but also how they            
are accounting for training and transparency. The solution        
to impersonality, or absence of human character or of the          
traits associated with the human character, can be applied to          
a wider range of creative machine learning beyond only the          
one they worked with.  

The Assistant on Wheels (see Figure 3) mimics, some,         
human traits to bridge this gap. It is obvious, due to the            
nature of building physical artifacts, that they can’t be         
translated one to one into software products. However, as         
both machines here have shown, they are aiming at         
improving a service by adding functionality. Evaluating       
applications that facilitate communication between parties      
one should therefore keep in mind that they should cater to           
both the recipient and the sending party. In these cases it           
was done by alleviating transparency, see Figure 6, and it’s          
human traits. The same can be achieved, using Figure 2,          
and tweaking the training of a creative machine learning         
application. 

Online Entertainment Curation 
Compared to Smart Reply, an application born with the aim          
to increase efficiency in emailing conversation [13],       
Spotify’s Discover Weekly came to be for different, not         
efficiency related reason [11] but rather to discover        
novelties in the world of music. Interestingly enough this         
isn’t really reflected in the built magic machines, as one is a            
playful take on increasing training and transparency, the        
Spotify Kraken Weekly (see Figure 1). The other, Absolute         
Music #44 (see Figure 5), is a more straightforward display          
of information and parameters.  

While Figure 5. is more of a design improvement, it also           
increases Transparency of the output, by displaying the        
parameters and the Training, by letting the users input what          
they would like to get out of the creative machine learning           
application. Figure 1. also promotes both it achieves this         
using a different approach. Instead of relying on the         
proprietor of the data as a source to curate content for their            
users, they shift the focus to the user. This hands the user            
the total control and thus understanding of where the         
content displayed for them comes from. This comes with a          
decreased use of machine learning but according to the         
designer’s wishes with a lot more user satisfaction.  

The One 
Contrary to the other two applications, Facebook’s News        
Feed is not an optional feature of the application and thus           
the user’s transfer all of their influence to Facebook when          
using their product. This lack of control and influence, or          
lack of Training and Transparency, is reflected in both of          
the Magic Machines built during the workshop. Very        
important in the Sensitive Facebook Feed (see Figure 1),         
while not presenting a momentous leap in breaking up this          
blackbox, the designers still managed to target both the         
Training and Transparency by adding their crank to the         
application. While this is connected to the lack of         
understanding of the current application, I argue that this         
crank acts as a device allowing the users to control their           
content exploration, even if it is just one single device. 

One way to work with creative ML applications as a          
designer, where the underlying functionality is not       
completely understood, is to build a separate application on         
top (see Figure 4). This way the net provides the users with            
the opportunity to personalize their experience by       
enhancing Training (building your own Net) and       
Transparency (catching the content you like). 

Human in the Loop 
As a way to summarize and complete what this study set           
out to do, I will focus on tying it back to the human in the               
loop. Extracting the wishes from the users and how the          
magic machine makers addressed these.  

While the obvious benefits of combining human action        
(both intended and unintended) with computing power [14]        
are apparent, this relationship isn’t perfect. At least not as of           
now. The affinities expressed tell of a way that users          
(human) still believe that they should be the ones in charge.           
Or project the self conception that humans are better at          
conveying information, finding new bits of entertainment       
and explore content.While this might be true, it lies beyond          
the scope of this study and should be explored in future           
research. 

However the study revealed that users crave to be kept in           
the loop and go as far as to not use an application.            
Furthermore users did express that they don’t understand        
what suggestions are based on. To address this the designer          
were asked to think of ways how to keep the humans in the             
loop. While some strictly focus on Training and/or        
Transparency, much of this is also achieved by the overall          
design and choices made by the designers. As an example,          
users express that they feel that the tone is off. The makers,            
addressed this by building a magic machine that resembles         
an assistant. An assistant in turn will inherently give the          
user the feeling of being in charge, having someone or          
something with the sole purpose of fulfilling your needs and          
wishes. The concept of “putting lipstick on a pig” (see          



Figure 3) is an effective way of dialing the human back into            
the loop and putting them in charge.  

Key Tension Points  
Throughout this study several Key Tension Points were        
revealed, both from the designer’s perspective and the        
user’s. One Key Tension Point recurring regardless of        
application was Impersonality. Depending on the      
application this means different things. E.g. an absence of         
human character was addressed by several designers. By        
making it look more human (Figure 3), by personalizing the          
communications depending on who the recipient is (Figure        
6). Or by expanding on functionalities, as designers did         
with the Assistant on Wheels (Figure 3). Working with         
curation applications however, impersonality could also      
mean that the received suggestions don’t appear personal.        
Designers addressed this by pointing out to users how e.g          
percentage matches are accumulated (Figure 5) and being        
transparent by guiding users and showing them related        
information every step of the way (Figure 1). 

Another Key Tension Point was the feeling of being         
demoted to a passive consumer. To only be shown what to           
consume or accept suggestions without having any visible        
influence. The designers who worked on the Facebook        
River Net (Figure 4) addressed this KTP by setting up          
optional parallel functionality that can be tailored by users.         
This service within a service is a great strategy. 

Both these Key Tension Points tie very well into the KTP,           
transparency. The traceable communication between     
human and machine needs to be present. All magic         
machines account for this, either by giving the user what          
they want and always the choice to alter the output (e.g.           
Figure 2 or 4) or by directly engaging in conversation          
(Figure 3). 

One way of addressing the KTP 
Using Research Through Design, striving for a preferred        
future state, the Magic Machines workshop suggested that        
Adding more functionality to the creative applications       
instead of just changing what is suboptimal with the         
existing iteration addresses the aforementioned KTP. A       
welcomed side effect can be that the human is kept in the            
loop, as they could weigh the interactions with the system          
(Sensitive Facebook Feed) or interrupt and/or redirect the        
flow of content (Facebook River Net). To innovate the         
designer’s didn’t just focus on current technologies and the         
specific task that was given to them, but built machines that           
reflected their ideas, wishes and their promises to potential         
users. 

Limitation of the method and further research 
Before concluding I would like to quickly address both the          
limitations of this study and method and point towards         
further research. One of the most obvious limitations is the          

limited number of creative machine learning applications       
studied in this report. 

As can be seen throughout the discussion, there are aspects          
where limitations were set deliberately and others were        
discovered throughout this process and weren’t accounted       
for in the beginning. That being said design and experience          
are about feeling, these often aren’t tangibles and should be          
explored in future research. Further research should also be         
conducted within the realm of exploring the technical        
limits. As with every good product, synergies between all         
parties involved are what most likely will lead to success.          
Just because design should be a certain way doesn’t         
guarantee that an architecture supporting these ideas is        
possible.  

It is crucial that research in the area of machine learning, AI            
and their effect on human life is conducted and especially          
true that this research is conducted by institutes such as          
Universities and other entities not active within the private         
sector whose intention might not always be in line with          
what would benefit and shared throughout society. This is         
technology that can benefit all of us and should not be           
monopolized by a handful of companies. As in figure 4, is it            
okay to “join” them if you can’t beat them, doesn’t this give            
the proprietor of the platform too much power anyway? 

Conclusion 
When working on creative machine learning application it        
appears that it is important to bridge that gap between          
expectation and reality. This is revealed both by the design          
work done on the magic machines but also observed in the           
affinity diagrams. Similar to the designer’s adding a        
plethora of functionality, e.g. the assistant not only        
answering emails, but performing other tasks as well, while         
being honest what it can provide. This since user’s expect          
interactions and services to work and be relevant. But when          
e.g. the content provided is not relevant, they might in some           
cases not only stop using the application but also feel angry.           
The same is true for not providing functionality in the          
user’s native language or adhering to a certain tonality. The          
desire to use an application for e.g. increased convenience         
just to realize that it is not working as expected will also            
trigger anger or resentment.  
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